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Abstract: The method of tomographic imaging using multi-simultaneous measurements
(TIMes) for flame emission reconstructions is presented. Measurements of the peak natu-
ral CH* chemiluminescence in the flame and luminescence from different vaporised alkali metal
salts that were seeded in a multi-annulus burner were used. An array of 29 CCD cameras
around the Cambridge-Sandia burner was deployed, with 3 sets of cameras each measuring a
different colour channel using bandpass optical filters. The three-dimensional instantaneous and
time-averaged fields of the individual measured channels were reconstructed and superimposed
for two new operating conditions, with differing cold flow Reynolds numbers. The contour of
the reconstructed flame front followed the interface between the burnt side of the flame, where
the alkali salt luminescence appears, and the cold gas region. The increased mixing between
different reconstructed channels in the downstream direction that is promoted by the higher
levels of turbulence in the larger Reynolds number case was clearly demonstrated. The TIMes
method enabled combustion zones originating from different streams and the flame front to be
distinguished and their overlap regions to be identified, in the entire volume.

© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

The inherent nature of practical flames calls for measurement techniques that can provide spatio-
temporal information, to enable in-depth understanding of different processes. In recent years,
three-dimensional (3D) tomography methods have seen a surge in development and application
in the field of engineering and natural sciences. Computed tomography (CT) has been combined
with a host of measurements such as X-ray, schlieren, shadowgraphy, emission, absorption and
so on [1–10]. The combustion community has contributed a considerable portion to the recent
literature for various investigations of different combusting flows. Tomographic techniques
have shown to provide a leap in better understanding real flames, and performing this using
multi-simultaneous measurements has been demonstrated by Kerl et al. [11] and later by Ebi and
Clemens [12] through novel approaches for simultaneous measurements of the 3D flame front
and velocity fields of premixed flames. Oil droplets were used for particle image velocimetry
(PIV) data collection from which the volumetric velocity field could be inferred tomographically,
and the preheat zone that is marked by vaporisation of the oil droplets was used to track the
flame front at the same time. This rich pool of simultaneous 3D tomographic data can be used to
analyse the turbulent flow-flame interactions. Wang et al. [13] presented simultaneous 3D particle
temperature, particle concentration and H2O concentration distributions using multi-spectral
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flame images to investigate axisymmetric sooting flames. Ren and Modest [14] recently utilised
machine learning to reconstruct the 3D temperature and species concentration simultaneously in
a laminar flame based on infrared emission spectral measurements.

Flame emission reconstructions have been published in numerous papers over the past
decade [8,15–26], presenting some excellent and novel ways in which chemiluminescence
(CL) measurements via multiple cameras were used for studying flames. Focus has been
on investigating the 3D flame structures either by measuring emissions from specific excited
molecules such as OH*, CH* and C2* [23] or by measuring the entire emission spectrum [27],
and other phenomena such as the ignition process in complex supersonic flows [20], forced
and unforced combustion [17,18] and thermoacoustic instabilities [21,26]. However, there is a
lack in utilising multi-simultaneous measurements, and we would like to elaborate on this by
demonstrating that application of the TIMes method to flame emission reconstructions can be
relatively simple and straightforward, but can advance flame emission reconstructions to the next
level by adding valuable information about the interaction of different effects within the volume of
interest. To demonstrate this, we planned experiments that allow measurement of emission from
separate streams of a dual-annulus burner individually. Based on literature, several methods can
be used to illuminate the streams. For example using the concept of particle-seeding as introduced
by Elsinga et al. [28] for PIV which requires volumetric illumination and has been implemented
tomographically [29,30], or oil droplet-seeding as introduced by Boyer [31] and implemented
by several researchers [11,12]. We chose to follow a less complex experimental approach by
measuring the flame CL simultaneously with the luminescence from vaporised alkali metal
tracers that were added to the two different burner streams, via a simple adaptation to our current
low-cost multi-camera flame imaging setup. Atomic emission spectroscopy (AES) has been
deployed by many researchers for flame diagnostics such as thermometry and equivalence ratio
determination, for both open laboratory flames and harsh engine conditions [32–36]. Aspirating
alkali metal salt solutions into a heated region, such as the burnt gases of a combusting flow,
can cause the alkali metal atoms to achieve an excited energy state which has a limited lifetime
and will hence spontaneously relax to a lower energy state by emitting a photon as one possible
pathway. The wavelength of the emitted light will correspond to the energy difference between
the two energy states, and this is different for each alkali metal. The spectroscopic properties of
the alkali metal salts chosen for the current study are well-documented in the literature [37,38],
and the principle of AES and how it applies to the current work are depicted in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The principle of atomic emission spectroscopy as applicable to this work.
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We have seeded the two separated combusting flow streams of the Cambridge-Sandia burner
[39,40] with different vaporised salts that are known to emit light at distinctive wavelengths. The
simultaneous salt luminescence and flame front measurements were used to reconstruct each
measured channel separately. The flame emission spectra for each flame operating condition
were measured and combined with knowledge of the different salt luminescence wavelength
ranges to identify optically separated detection channels. The reconstructions presented here
were performed using computed tomography of chemiluminescence (CTC) [16,41] that is based
on the algebraic reconstruction technique to solve the inverse tomography problem.

The TIMes method for flame emission reconstructions can be of interest to a wide range of
applications. For example, 3D reconstructions based on simultaneous measurements of CL from
flame radicals and electronically excited material-specific molecules and atoms in flame pyrolysis
techniques for nanoparticle synthesis will allow the limits and spatial correlation of different
zones such as combustion, particle clouds and different fluid streams to be determined in the
entire volume. This enables better understanding of the synthesis process which allows us to
control it more effectively. Staged or sequential combustion technology which feature multiple
combustion zones, such as those used in power generation gas turbines [42], coal boilers, glass
melting furnaces and rich-quench-lean (RQL) concepts [43] for achieving pollution reduction or
tailor-made operation can also benefit from the TIMes method application that is presented in this
paper. Stratified combustion involves different premixed reactant streams with varied equivalence
ratios. TIMes can provide a new perspective for better understanding the stratification process
based on 3D experimental flame emission reconstructions which allow the interaction of different
streams with each other and with the flame front to be studied.

2. TIMes procedure

2.1. Experimental method

The Cambridge-Sandia burner which constitutes an inner and outer annulus, providing two
streams of premixed natural gas and air, a slow outer co-flow of air and a ceramic bluff body was
used. Figure 2 shows the cross section of the burner exit and details of the gas mixtures for each
flow stream. The equivalence ratio of the premixed gases in each annulus and the air co-flow
were regulated using Bronkhorst mass flow controllers. More detailed descriptions of the burner
are available from [39,40].

To visualise the streams separately, different vaporised metal salts (NaCl and Sr(NO3)2) were
seeded into the inner and outer annuli, as depicted in Fig. 2, using a bubbler system for each
stream. Both salts are water-soluble and were prepared in the same manner at room temperature,
but with different final concentrations. The crystalline salts were first dissolved in a small
volume of distilled water before further dilution with ethanol. The final concentrations for NaCl
and Sr(NO3)2 used in the experiments were 5g/L and 30g/L respectively. The NaCl solution
concentration was considerably lower, to avoid saturation of the measured signal due to the much
brighter light emission compared to the Sr(NO3)2 stream. An ultrasonic nebuliser was placed
within the bubbler to vaporise part of the salt solution. An adequate amount of air flow was
introduced into the free space above the liquid inside the bubbler to push the vapour out, as shown
in Fig. 2. To prevent cross contamination between the bubbler flows, separate air in-flow streams
were used for each. The amount of ethanol in the outgoing streams was below the saturation
pressure in air since no mist was visible in the burner stream flows without ignition. With an
estimate of the mass fraction being 580 ppm for Na and about six times this for Sr, the amount of
salts in the streams is assumed to be too low to significantly alter the flame chemistry.

Two different flame conditions were considered, as detailed in Table 1, depending on the
volume flow rate for air V̇air and natural gas V̇nat. gas resulting in a different equivalence ratio ϕ,
and cold flow Reynolds number Re in each case. The co-flow constituted 366 slm of air and the
average bulk velocity was approximately 0.2 m/s for both cases. In the case of Flame I, the outer
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the Cambridge-Sandia burner exit geometry cross-section, showing
the salt solutions that were seeded into each annulus.

gas mixture was slightly richer than the inner one. Flame II had the same equivalence ratio and
Reynolds number in both flow streams, with the Reynolds number being higher than for Flame I.

Table 1. The flame conditions used in the experiments. The subscripts i and o stand for the inner
and outer streams respectively, and texp is the camera exposure time.

Inner stream Outer stream

Cases V̇(nat. gas)i V̇(air)i Rei φi V̇(nat. gas)o V̇(air)o Reo φo texp

[slm] [slm] [slm] [slm] [µs]

Flame I 5.3 50.0 3723 1 5.0 40.0 2084 1.2 400

Flame II 8.9 84.4 6282 1 12.7 120.7 6282 1.0 600

Our generic multi-camera setup for CTC from previous work [22] was used here. In this case,
29 Basler acA-645-100gm monochrome CCD cameras, arranged equiangularly in one plane
within a total fan angle of 168◦ around the burner, were utilised. All cameras were positioned at a
fixed distance of 400mm from the burner centre, and were equipped with Kowa C-Mount lenses
(focal length 12mm) set at the maximum aperture opening f/1.4. The cameras have a 1

2
′′ Sony

ICX414 sensor with a resolution of 659 by 494 pixels, with each pixel being 9.9 µm by 9.9 µm
in size. The spectral response of the cameras at >10% is in the visible range, 400–775 nm. The
cameras were simultaneously triggered at 5 Hz from one source, and 200 instantaneous images
were captured per camera, each camera using an exposure time of texp = 400 µs and 600 µs
for Flame I and Flame II cases, respectively. The detected signals were maximised by using
the largest aperture opening and binning while imaging. The limits of the settings and blurring
effects due to exposure time for the cameras are discussed in [22], and were considered here to
find the best compromise. The laboratory lights were switched off and a black background was
placed behind the flame to improve the quality of the measurements. Images of the background
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scene, captured without the flame by each camera, were subtracted from the flame images for
background correction. A picture of the setup, showing the flame operated with the vaporised
salt-seeding is presented in Fig. 3.Figure 3
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup used for the method of TIMes for flame emission tomography.
The green, red and blue dots denote the cameras that detected the emitted light from the
inner (NaCl) and outer Sr(NO3)2 streams and the flame front, respectively.

Optical bandpass filters were mounted in front of the lenses in the specific repetitive sequence
shown in Fig. 3, resulting in a total of 10 cameras for detecting the inner and outer streams each,
and 9 cameras for the flame front. The narrowband TECHSPEC filter, detecting wavelengths
in the range λ = 589 ± 5 nm, was used to measure the bright atomic emission of sodium at
λ = 588.99 nm and λ = 589.59 nm [44] in the inner stream. The larger bandwidth TECHSPEC
filter, for wavelength detection in the range λ = 697 ± 37.5 nm, was used to cover the strontium
monohydroxide emission expected from the Sr(NO3)2 [37] in the outer stream. Schott BG40
filters were added to the cameras for the outer stream measurements, to suppress detection of
the thermally excited H2O emission [22]. The flame front was tracked using BrightLine filters
for the wavelength range λ = 433 ± 12 nm. Figure 4 presents the transmission bands for all the
filters used, superimposed onto the emission spectrum measured for both flames to illustrate our
procedure for optically separating the detected channels. Both the transmission and emission
data were normalised by the maximum value for each case. The emission measurements were
made after a NaCl seeding test, and hence the presented spectra exhibit the large atomic sodium
signal due to remnants within the burner.

Fig. 4. The transmission curve of the optical filters used in the experiment and the emission
spectrum of both flames investigated.
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As shown in Fig. 4, the wavelength ranges detected for each salt-seeded stream do not coincide
with each other or with the intense spectral lines of the CL emission from CH*. Additionally, the
separate detection channels were tested by seeding the salts one at a time and checking that only
the intended cameras measured a signal for the camera settings used in the experiments. It must
be noted that all bandpass filtered signals contain the broadband CL emission from CO*

2 which
was not corrected for in this work. Since we do not aim to infer any quantified information about
a particular flame property at this stage, we believe that the correction for CO*

2 is not paramount
here. When necessary for particular investigations, corrections can be applied and some methods
have been proposed [45].

2.2. Reconstruction method

Details of the CTC algorithm used in this project, and previous applications of it for experimental
reconstructions are documented in [16,22,27], and hence only a brief description of the fundamen-
tals is provided here. The CTC technique involves measuring two-dimensional (2D) projections
of the CL emitted by a combusting gas from unique perspectives. The radiative transfer equation
(RTE) describes the propagation and interaction of light within the domain of interest, and is the
basis of the measurement model that is used. In the CTC used here, subtracting the background
signal (the scene, flame off) and neglecting scattering and re-absorption simplifies the RTE.
These assumptions are reasonable for the flames that are used here, and unlike the CL signal from
OH*, the bandpass-filtered CL emission that is measured in our experiments is due to CH* and
CO2* on a large part and suffers from minimal reabsorption for atmospheric flames [46,47]. The
intensity of the signal detected on each pixel of the camera sensor is considered to be the integral
or sum of the emitted light (from CL or luminescence) that passes along a ray to that pixel. The
simplified RTE is approximated by discretising the reconstruction domain into a finite number of
cubic voxels, which are assumed to contain a uniform distribution of chemiluminescence. An
inversion process is applied to the measurement model to estimate the 3D distribution of CL in
the domain of interest, using information from all the 2D projections.

The direct 3D reconstructions were made with a domain containing 130 by 130 by 140 voxels
in the x-, y-, z-directions (the coordinates are shown in Fig. 3). The spatial resolution in the
reconstruction domain was 0.56 mm per voxel. All the instantaneous shots (about 200) for each
flame case were reconstructed, and the results were used to calculate the averaged reconstruction.
A spatial Gaussian filter of kernel size 3 by 3 by 3 voxels and standard deviation of σ = 0.7 was
applied to the reconstructed fields for smoothing. The filter size is below the expected spatial
resolution of the reconstructed field based on previous work using the same CTC method [16].

3. Results and discussion

The measurements and reconstructions confirm that the detectable vaporised salt luminescence
occurred on the burnt side of the flame. For example, in Fig. 5 the salt illumination from the inner
stream contains two distinct dark peaks that correspond to the shape illustrated by the flame front
image. Additionally, the superimposed reconstructed fields shown in Fig. 7 (that are discussed
later) illustrate that the salt illuminations appear from the downstream side of the flame front.
The outer stream images for Flame II were the noisiest, which was due to the increased camera
gain that had to be used. For a fixed amount of salt-seeding into the streams and camera settings,
the measured luminescence signals are higher for the richer flames. This effect was visible even
for the slightly higher global equivalence ratio of Flame I which exhibited higher signals. Since
a portion of the signal from the outer stream was cut by the available filters that were used to
avoid any contamination from thermally excited H2O emission, the equivalence ratio in the outer
stream was chosen to be slightly higher than in the inner stream for Flame I. Furthermore, the
lower Reynolds number chosen for this flame favours less mixing between the streams and the
flame due to lower turbulence levels, and hence higher signals would be maintained due to less
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dilution effect. As a consequence of the discussion given above, a lower camera exposure time
could be used for Flame I, given in Table 1, resulting in less motion blur.

Fig. 5. Exemplary instantaneous flame images obtained from one camera for each measured
channel. The signals are normalised to a 0 - 1 range.

Figure 6 presents horizontal slices at different heights above the burner, from an exemplary
instantaneous reconstruction for each flame. For Flame II, the outer stream was only visible
from around z/d = 2.4 (based on analysing the averaged distribution), as indicated in Fig. 5.
Therefore, the outer stream for Flame II was only reconstructed for the streamwise distance
of z/d ≥ 2.4. The horizontal slices demonstrate the distinct regions that are occupied by the
two streams, which are encapsulated by each other and by the flame front. The line artefacts
exhibited in the horizontal slices are not unexpected considering the number of cameras dedicated
to each measurement channel, and are in agreement with the trend seen in our previous CTC
reconstructions of a turbulent swirl-stabilised flame [22], where the effect of number of cameras
on the reconstruction was systematically studied. In one experiment for Flame I, all the 29
cameras were used to measure the flame front using a camera exposure time of texp = 200 µs,
and the resulting reconstructions are shown in Fig. 6. The horizontal and vertical slices for the
29-camera reconstruction show the expected improved quality in terms of reduced line artefacts
compared to those shown for the same horizontal slice from the 9-camera reconstruction, and
confirm the multiple flame fronts for Flame I. Also, since the 29-camera reconstruction used
images that were captured using half the exposure time, finer structures are more clearly visible
due to less motion blur.

Fig. 6. Horizontal slices from the instantaneous reconstructions of Flame I and Flame II,
at different heights z above the burner (d is the bluff body diameter). Also shown are
slices (horizontal and vertical) from the instantaneous flame front reconstruction of Flame I,
based on bandpass filtered CH* measurements using all the cameras with exposure time
texp = 200 µs.

Exemplary horizontal and vertical slices for all three reconstructed channels are superimposed
and presented in Fig. 7. For illustration purposes, the data for the inner and outer streams and the
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flame front are colour coded in green, red and blue, respectively. The resulting superimposed
representation shows the global spatial distribution of each measured channel, and provides a
subtle illustration of the overlap regions between different channels. For better illustration of
the individual regions and where the different colour channels co-exist, i.e. mixing regions,
slices from the reconstructions are presented as contour plots in Fig. 8. The plots were made
by normalising the intensities of the individual channels by their maximum. The same green,
red and blue colour coding for the inner, outer and flame front channels is used in this figure.
Regions where mixing between the different colour channels exists are defined by the resulting
colour that appears from the combination of the primary colours used for the individual channels,
as illustrated by the key on the top of Fig. 8. For example, all areas where both the inner (green)
and outer (red) streams co-exist will have a yellow colour, and white areas indicate the presence
of signal from both the streams and the flame front. A distinctly lower level of overall mixing
between the flame front and both streams is exhibited for Flame I than for Flame II in the slices
presented in this figure. This is expected since for Flame II the flow Reynolds number is higher
(in both inner and outer streams). This leads to additional turbulence in the shear layer between
the slow co-flow and the outer stream. As the gradients between the co-flow and outer stream
flow are convected downstream, further fluctuations will be produced and this engulfs some
of the inner stream flow which also affects the region where the flame front exists. Hence,
mixing between all three channels at further downstream locations is promoted, and this is clearly
indicated by the large white segment in the averaged horizontal slice at z/d = 2.8 for Flame II. In
contrast, most of the mixing for Flame I is restricted to between neighbouring channels, indicated
by the cyan, magenta and yellow regions in Fig. 8.

The data shown in Fig. 8 provides a visualisation of the spatial distribution of the separate
reconstructed channels and their combinations in the same region at distinct horizontal and
vertical planes. To track the same information quantitatively in the streamwise direction, the
fraction of each segmented region, represented by the same seven colours used in Fig. 8, relative
to the total area of all segments for each slice was calculated and plotted as a function of height
above the burner in Fig. 9, for the averaged reconstructions. The fluctuations in the curves are
most likely due to noise, from imaging and the inversion process. Since the detected signals
for Flame I are the strongest closer to the burner exit, the reconstructions are less noisy in this
region and become increasingly noisy with height above the burner. Hence the curves for Flame I
are relatively smooth up to about z/d ≈ 2.7. With overall noisier images that were captured for
Flame II (due to lower signals), the reconstructions are also generally more noisy compared to
Flame I, and this in turn is reflected by the fluctuations in the curves of Fig. 9.

For both flames, nearest to the burner exit, the blue line representing the relative contribution
of the flame front signal has the largest peak as expected, and decreases thereafter as the
contribution from the luminescence in the inner and outer streams on the burnt side of the flame
and combinations of different mixed regions appear further downstream. Near the burner exit, at
z/d < 2.8, Flame I exhibits a large contribution from the outer stream signal (red) with a peak at
z/d ≈ 1.6 whilst the inner stream (green) is slimmer and hence shows a lower contribution but it
is already moderately mixed with its neighbours, these being the flame front and outer stream
signals as indicated by the cyan and yellow curves, respectively. The outer stream signal which
covers the largest segment in this height above the burner region for Flame I also shows mixing
with the flame front signal from the branch of the flame front that is directly neighbouring it, as
indicated by the magenta curve. In contrast, Flame II in the same upstream region, for z/d < 2.8,
exhibits contributions only from the inner stream and the flame front signals, and a relatively
large mixed region between them (cyan) which is almost double in size compared to Flame I.

Further downstream, for z/d > 2.8, for Flame I the inner stream signal (green) gradually
and continually increases due to its increasing thickness, whilst the outer stream signal (red)
decreases as the hot gas zone from the outer steam tapers off in the streamwise direction. Mixing
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Fig. 7. Horizontal slices at different heights above the burner z/d and vertical slices at
the flame centreline x/d = 0 from the instantaneous and averaged reconstructions. The
approximate burner exit geometry is also shown. The flame front, inner and outer streams
are colour coded in blue, green and red, respectively, for illustration purposes.

Fig. 8. Plot of segmented regions from the instantaneous and averaged reconstructions of
Flame I and Flame II. Horizontal slices at different heights above the burner z/d, vertical
slices at the flame centreline x/d = 0, and the approximate burner exit geometry are shown.
The same colour coding for the inner and outer streams and flame front (green, red and blue,
respectively) is used.
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Fig. 9. Curves showing the fraction of the area for each segment relative to the total area
of all segments at each height above the burner z/d, corresponding to the averaged data
presented for Flame I and Flame II in Fig. 8.

of the inner and outer stream signals (yellow) is maintained with height above the burner. The
outer stream signal for Flame II only begins in this downstream region and is immediately mixed
with the flame front signal, sharing a significant mixed region (magenta) for a distance of up to
z/d ≈ 5 which coincides with the distance that the flame front signal extends in the downstream
direction. At further heights above the burner the outer stream signal continues increasing and
shares a mixed region (yellow) with the inner stream signal of a similar proportion. The inner
stream signal contribution for Flame II continuously decreases with downstream distance as most
of it is either mixed with the flame front or outer stream signals. The white curve, which tracks
the segments where signal from the flame front and both streams co-exist, shows that the relative
contribution of the regions where all channels are mixed is generally higher for Flame II than for
Flame I, as discussed earlier.

4. Conclusions

Tomographic imaging using multi-simultaneous measurements (TIMes) for flame emission
reconstructions has been proposed and tested with the Cambridge-Sandia burner using two new
flame conditions that were chosen particularly for this project, to demonstrate the technique.
The diagnostic method allows for identification of the flame and the surrounding burnt gas
streams, based on seeding vaporised alkali metal salts into the streams of interest. Simultaneous
measurements of the resulting luminescence from the salts in the streams and the flame front
were used to reconstruct the individual 3D fields, which were also superimposed to unveil regions
of mixing and interaction.

The results allowed us to interpret the two flame cases studied in terms of the spatial extent
of each measured channel separately and together, within the entire 3D volume. Knowledge
of the emission properties for the chosen salts, combined with the correct choice of optical
filters and measurements of the flame emission was key to the successful implementation of
this technique. The implementation was not complicated and required relatively straightforward
modifications to our existing multi-camera setup for flame emission measurements. This novel
application of TIMes for flame emission reconstructions will allow for a better understanding of
many phenomena in complex multi-stream combustion processes, as it can distinguish the hot gas
regions originating from different streams. The excited species chemiluminescence measurements
can reveal the location of the flame front whilst the luminescence from the salt-seeded streams
identifies the burnt side of the flame from the unburnt side. Furthermore, the data can also serve
as a useful validation source for numerical simulations of complex flows and flames.
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